3. From other Regions: From the Taichung Highway station, take the bus to the Taichung City bus terminal and then transfer to the Hanyu bus line → Songshan or Cutoff → Cingjing Farm. (It takes about 2 hours and 15 minutes from Taichung to Cingjing farm about 90 km.)
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Traffic route

Freeway No. 1: From Chinghuas Inter change (102K) → Then go south of Freeway No. 3 → then go south of the Cadum Inter change → Pull → Wushe → Cingjing farm. (It takes about 1.5 hours from Chinghuasation to Cingjing farm about 80 km.)

Freeway No. 3: Go south to the Cadum Inter change → PMF → Wushe → Cingjing farm. (It takes about 1.5 hours from Chinghuasation to Cingjing farm about 80 km.)

Bus 1: From Taipei: From the West Station, take Guoquang Bus → Pull. Then you transfer to the Nantou bus line → Songshan or Cutoff → Cingjing farm. (It takes about 5 hours from Taipei to Cingjing farm about 260 km.)

Bus 2: From Kaohsiung: From the Kaohsiung Station, take Guoquang Bus → Taichung → Pull. Then you transfer to the Nantou bus line → Songshan or Cutoff → Cingjing farm. (It takes about 5 hours and 20 minutes from Kaohsiung to Cingjing farm about 270 km.)

Accommodations:

1. The Cingjing Farm Guest House: There are 13 rooms, which can accommodate up to 45 guests.
2. The Cingjing Farm Guest House: There are 13 rooms, which can accommodate up to 45 guests.
3. The Cingjing Farm Guest House: There are 13 rooms, which can accommodate up to 45 guests.

Restaurants:

1. The Chinese-style restaurant can accommodate up to 400 guests.
2. The Western-style restaurant can accommodate up to 80 guests.

Conference rooms:

The conference room can accommodate up to 100 people.

carrot, and many even watch a shepherding show performed by shepherds. The Guest House of the Farm is the only government-run hotel in the area. Visitors can look forward to delicious meals(650,755),(914,925) of high mountain vegetables, beef, and mutton and a wonderful time.

Telephone: 0492560215

Website: http://chingjing.tw/pri.net/
Admire the beauty of flowers and fruit harvest